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Abstract. This chapter offers an introduction to the emerging field of
social information access. Social information access focuses on technolo-
gies that organize users past interaction with information in order to
provide future users with better access to information. These technolo-
gies have become increasingly more popular in all areas of information
access, including search, browsing, and recommendation. Starting with a
definition of the new field and a brief history of social information access,
this chapter introduces a multi-aspect classification of social information
access technologies. The two important factors for our classification are
the types of information access involved and the source of the social infor-
mation that has been leveraged to support information access. These two
factors are the angles we use in this chapter to create a map of the field, as
well as to introduce the book structure and the role of the remaining book
chapters in covering social information access topics and technologies.

1 Social Information Access

The social Web (or Web 2.0), through various platforms, such as Wikis, blogs,
Twitter, or Facebook, have changed the role of Web users from simply infor-
mation consumers to their emergence as key information producers for content
sharing and community building. Recognizing users as information producers
has also attracted attention to novel information access technologies supported
by “collective wisdom,” distilled from actions of those who worked with this
information earlier. The ideas of so-called “social information access” has been
explored by a number of research groups worldwide as part of the effort for
developing techniques to help users obtain the right information for satisfying
their information needs [9,15,33,54,56,59].

In this book, we define social information access as a stream of research that
explores methods for organizing the past interactions of users in a community
in order to provide future users with better access to information. Social infor-
mation access covers a wide range of different systems and technologies that
operate on a different scale, which can range from a small closed corpus site to
the whole Web. Although the technologies located on the different sides of this
stream may not even recognize each other as being a part of the same whole, the
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whole stream is driven by the same goal: to use the power of a user community
to improve information access.

Self-organization is a vital feature of all social information access systems.
These systems are able to work properly despite little or no involvement of human
indexers, organizers, or other kinds of experts. They are truly powered by a com-
munity of users. Due to this feature, social information access technologies are
frequently considered as an alternative to the traditional (content-oriented) infor-
mation access technologies. In most cases, social information access can run in
parallel with traditional types of information access, and may help users to find
resources that would be hard to find in a traditional way. In other cases where
traditional information access is hard to organize (for example, in a collection of
non-indexed images), social mechanisms (such as tagging) can serve as a handy
replacement. However, it has been more and more frequently demonstrated that
most of the benefits could be obtained by integrating social and traditional tech-
nologies. For example, hybrid recommender systems can integrate collaborative
and content-based recommender mechanisms.

As a type of information access that can offer multiple benefits while being
relatively easy to organize and maintain, social information access has been
attracting more and more attention from researchers and practitioners. The
overarching goal of this book is to provide a comprehensive hands-on overview
of modern social information access technologies. The book is designed with two
audiences in mind. On the one hand, it could help students and young researchers
who are interested in learning about this new field; and on the other hand, it can
assist more experienced researchers and practitioners in the development of new
social information access technologies and applications. To support this goal,
each chapter carries a dual nature. To support novices, it provides a review of
a specific group of techniques, and to support practitioners, it explains critical
algorithms or reviews a set of case studies.

The role of this chapter is to introduce the field of social information access to
the readers and to explain the layout of the book itself. We start our introduction
with a brief history of social information access and follow with a multi-aspect
classification to define the space of social information access. The classification
provides the readers with the necessary knowledge for comprehending and dis-
tinguishing different kinds of social information access techniques. Based on the
same classification, we also introduce the content and the structure of the book
to provide the readers with a “big picture” of how different chapters cover various
dimensions of the classification.

2 The Emergence of Social Information Access

The ideas that underpin social information access can be traced back to several
visionary projects. Vannevar Bush’s seminal paper on Memex introduced the
idea of “trails” through information space, which Memex users could create and
share with others [13]. The Superbook project [53] demonstrated the benefits of
directly engaging end-users into document indexing. The Edit Wear and Read
Wear project [32] introduced the concept of a history-rich information space and
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demonstrated that social information access could be based on implicit, rather
than explicit, actions of past users.

Besides these influential pioneering projects, it was the opportunities and
the needs produced by the rapidly expanding World Wide Web (WWW) that
led to the emergence of social information access as a research area. On the
one hand, the World Wide Web, with its increased volume of users, has enabled
the collection of social information at scale. On the other hand, it has opened
access to information to many inexperienced users who could benefit from addi-
tional support. The “Web push” led to a rapid expansion of social information
access research between 1994 and 2000. This period brought many innovations as
research teams investigated new approaches to help users in the rapidly expand-
ing information space. In the context of this book, we will examine four main
streams of research that established the field of social information access at the
turn of the centuries: collaborative filtering, social navigation, social search, and
social bookmarking.

Collaborative filtering [24,39,54] attempted to propagate information items
between users with similar interests. The emergence of collaborative filtering is
typically traced back to the Information Tapestry project [24], which coined the
term collaborative filtering. Information Tapestry introduced an approach that
was later called pull-active collaborative filtering, where users had to actively
query the community feedback left by earlier users in order to receive social guid-
ance. Later, several projects expanded the scope of collaborative filtering. For
example, Lotus Notes recommender [45] proposed push-active collaborative fil-
tering, where users are encouraged to send interesting documents directly to their
colleagues. However, the majority of pioneering work in this area has focused
on indirect approaches to collaborative filtering based on automatic matching
users with similar interests and cross-recommending positively-rated items. This
stream of work includes such pioneer systems as GroupLens [54], Ringo [56], and
Video Recommender [31].

In its early form, social navigation [15,18,20] attempted to visualize the
aggregate or individual actions of community users. It was motivated by observ-
ing users’ navigation in real space where they frequently follow the footprints
of others. Proponents of social navigation in information space argued that
“digital footprints” could also help future users to navigate through informa-
tion space [16,62]. Inspired by the “footprint” examples provided in Read Wear
and Edit Wear system [32] and the concept of social navigation in information
space introduced by Dourish and Chalmers [18], early pioneers of social navi-
gation developed and evaluated several well-cited systems, such as Juggler [16],
Footprints [62], and EFOL [60].

The work on social search also expanded rapidly between 1994 and 2000.
At that point, the accumulation of social data embedded in search engine logs
and Web structure led to an explosion of creative approaches on how to use this
data to help Web searchers [4,8,14,21,37,47,52]. The most influential one was
PageRank [8], a novel ranking approach based on social data encapsulated in
the global structure of Web links. Promoted by the success of the Google search
engine, this technology inspired a large number of works on social search [12].
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Social bookmarking was another important early avenue of research that hap-
pened between 1995 and 2000. It was motivated by the need to support the
organization of personal information space as well as to share valuable online
resources with others (i.e., the same motivation that encouraged early work
on active collaborative filtering [24,45]). Pioneer systems that focused on social
bookmarking, such as Siteseer [55], WebTagger [38], WDB [61], and PowerBook-
marks [41] explored different ways of organizing and sharing bookmarks. Among
these, collaborative tagging, which was originally explored in WebTagger [38],
emerged as the most efficient way to help new users locate useful information
that has already been discovered and classified by others. In fewer than 10 years,
social bookmarking and tagging systems, popularized by systems like del.icio.us
and flickr.com, grew into a new major Internet technology [25,28].

There were several attempts to bring together researchers working on dif-
ferent types of social information access during the first decade of research in
the field. Several workshops that gathered like-minded researchers, as well as
the publications that resulted from these workshops [15,33,44,48] have clearly
contributed to the expansion of social information access ideas and the con-
ceptualization of social feedback as a source of knowledge in assisting users.
However, these integration attempts were based on a limited volume of work
and failed to include work on social search and social bookmarking. Our book
represents another attempt to bring together a diverse set of research on social
information access. While our main goal is to provide an overview of the current
state of each major stream of research on social information access, we base the
structure of the book on an integrative multi-dimensional classification of social
information access techniques. This classification, which is introduced in Sect. 3,
highlights both the similarities between different groups of social information
access techniques and the opportunities to support users across multiple kinds
of information access.

3 Classifying Social Information Access Technologies

The term “Social information access” contains two parts: “information access”
and “social”; as a result, the most natural way to classify social information
access technologies is by answering two questions: “What kind of information
access is considered?” and “How this information access is made social?” In this
section, we expand this idea into a multi-dimensional classification framework.
Our goal of designing this framework is to make it compatible with older classi-
fication attempts, and at the same time, to make it rich and expressive enough
to classify a large variety of modern social information access techniques. In the
next section, the suggested framework is immediately applied to introduce and
classify the social information techniques that are presented in the remaining
chapters of this book.

3.1 Types of Information Access

Following earlier classification attempts introduced in [9,10], the first dimension
of our framework for classifying social information access techniques is the type
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of information access. “Access” is a reasonably studied concept that refers to
an interactive process, which starts with a user noticing their needs and ends
with the user obtaining the necessary information. It is an iterative process with
multiple stages and possible back loops. However, there are four different ways
to obtain the information, which results in the four core types of information
access [9,10]: ad-hoc information retrieval, information filtering (recommenda-
tion), hypertext browsing (navigation), and information visualization.

In ad-hoc information retrieval (IR), users achieve access to relevant informa-
tion by issuing a query to an IR system and then analyzing/accessing a ranked
list of returned information items (for example, book records). An information
filtering (IF) or recommender system also returns a ranked list of information
items in response, not to an ad-hoc query, but to a user profile that has usually
been accumulated over a longer period of time. Traditional IF systems match a
user-provided profile against a flow of incoming documents (for example, news
articles) to select the most relevant items for the user. In contrast, modern rec-
ommender systems construct and maintain dynamic user profiles by observing
user’s interactions to produce new recommendations, even in stable document
collections. In hypertext browsing, a user attempts to find relevant documents
by browsing links that connect documents in a collection. In information visual-
ization, a set of documents is presented to the user using a certain visualization
metaphor in either two or three dimensions; the user observes or (in the case
of interactive visualization) interacts with the visualized set to find the most
relevant information items.

Since a review [9] suggested to distinguish these four types of information
access in 2008, social media have introduced many new ways of accessing infor-
mation. These new ways could be called human-driven, because they focus on
automating traditional human ways of information exchange. To differentiate
from these human-driven information access, the original four ways could be
called system-driven. In most cases, these new ways of information access do not
introduce new kinds of information access, but rather introduce new sources of
information. For example, a Twitter feed could be searched, browsed, or accessed
through a standard information filtering interface. However, there is at least one
exception: information access through questions and answers powered by mod-
ern Q&A systems. We suggest that this should be considered as the fifth basic
type of social information access.

From the point of view of classification, it is important to recognize that
the types of information access have strongly influenced the development of cer-
tain social information access technologies. For example, browsing-based access
encourages research on navigation support systems that can help users to select
a link to follow among many links on the current page. The natural approach to
using community wisdom in this context is to show “where did the people go”
[16,62] by augmenting links with digital “wear” indicators. The natural approach
to collect this knowledge was to track user page visits [11] or link traversals [62].
Consequently, social navigation technologies (history-enriched environments)
have been developed for supporting browsing-based access in social context.
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Another example is social search technologies that were developed to support
traditional IR information access. In this context, users expect to see a ranked list
of relevant resources. The natural approach to using community wisdom in this
area is by re-ranking results using community wisdom [8,35,63] or by inserting
community-relevant links into the list or results [59] so that the returned docu-
ments reflect not only query relevance, but also the degree of their appreciation
by the community. A reliable approach to collecting this wisdom is to track con-
nections between queries and items selected or rated by the community members
in the context of these queries [35,63].

3.2 Making Information Access Social

The “social” aspect of information access stresses its ability to transfer informa-
tion that comes from one group of the user community (“providers”) to another
group (“recipients”). This information transfer is frequently called “collabora-
tion”; although, in most cases, no real collaboration takes place.

By its nature, this information transfer or collaboration could be classi-
fied along two important dimensions: intent (direct–indirect) and concurrency
(synchronous–asynchronous). This classification was originally introduced by
Dieberger et al. [15] in a social navigation context, which at that time covered
both browsing and recommendation. Eight years later, these two dimensions
were also introduced by Golovchinsky et al. [26] as a part of a taxonomy for
collaborative search. While the latter work used an explicit–implicit dichotomy
instead of a direct–indirect dichotomy for classifying intent, it expressed the
same meaning (i.e., intent) as the earlier direct–indirect dichotomy in [15]. In
the following, we suggest the use of the direct–indirect dimension in its original
form to classify intent and reserve the explicit–implicit dichotomy to categorize
the types of information traces (see Sect. 3.3).

Direct vs. indirect information transfer determines whether the transfer
of information (or a collaboration) is intentional.

In the case of a direct transfer, the “providers” directly communicate infor-
mation to the recipients (or guide the recipients to the appropriate information)
with the goal of assisting others. In many cases, to initiate this transfer, a recip-
ient with an information need is expected to also directly solicit information
from “providers”. However, indirect approaches could be used to determine the
correct “provider” to ask.

In case of indirect transfer, “the providers” do not directly provide informa-
tion to “recipients”. In fact, their work with information only aims to satisfy
their own needs. It is the traces of their own work with information that could
be processed and used to help the recipients in finding the most relevant infor-
mation. In other words, information is indirectly collected from the community
to help other users. In social information access, indirect transfer is much more
common. It also can leverage a larger diversity of “social wisdom” than a direct
transfer.

Synchronous vs. asynchronous transfer determines whether providers
and recipients coexist in time.
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With synchronous information transfer, providers and recipients work on
their information access tasks at the same time, and information directly or
indirectly generated by the providers is immediately used to help the recipients.
In synchronous context, the same user frequently works as both a provider and
a recipient: they use the information produced by others, and they also generate
information to help others.

With asynchronous information transfer, the recipients are supported in their
information access tasks by “social wisdom” produced by those providers who
worked with information earlier in the process. Among the two alternatives, this
is the more commonly found case in social information access. Unless a collection
of social information has just been started, the fraction of users who work with
information at any given time and the volume of social wisdom provided by
these users are many times smaller than the volume of all past users and the
information that they directly or indirectly contributed.

While this two-dimensional scheme has been useful to the research com-
munity for many years, it creates an imbalanced classification, because the
vast majority of social information access techniques fall into the indirect-
asynchronous corner. For example, among the technologies represented in
this book (see Table 1), Social Q&A (Chap. 3 [50]) is an example of direct-
asynchronous access, collaborative search (Chap. 4 [64]) offers examples of
direct and indirect synchronous access, and social navigation (Chap. 5 [20])
provides examples of indirect-synchronous, direct-asynchronous, and indirect-
asynchronous groups. The rest of the chapters all focus solely on indirect asyn-
chronous technologies. Consequently, there should be another classification that
focuses on the “social” aspect of information access that can specifically help
to distinguish various indirect-asynchronous technologies from one another. We
offer such a classification in Sect. 3.3.

Table 1. Classification of social information access techniques by intent and
concurrency

Concurrency

Synchronous Asynchronous

Intent Direct Collaborative search [64] Social Q&A [50]
Social navigation [20]
Recommendation [39]

Indirect Collaborative search [64]
Social navigation [20]

Social search [12,29,49]
Social navigation [20]
Tag-based navigation [17]
Recommendation
[6,7,27,34,39,40,51]
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3.3 Types and Sources of Social Information

3.3.1 Explicit and Implicit Traces of User Activity
As mentioned in the previous section, it is important to classify social informa-
tion access techniques by using the concepts of intent and concurrency in the
process of collecting social information traces and passing them to new users;
but only these two concepts are not sufficient to differentiate a wide variety of
modern social information access techniques. To overcome this, Brusilovsky [10]
suggested to further classify users’ past actions leveraged by social information
access. These actions are called users’ feedback in the field of personalized and
social systems. User feedback can be explicit, in which the users explicitly express
some opinions about an information item. An example of explicit feedback is a
user’s rating. Although user ratings are still popular sources of information in
some social information access systems (e.g., collaborative recommendation sys-
tems), it has long been recognized that user ratings form a comparatively small
fraction of user interactions with information. Consequently, recent work has
focused on implicit feedback [34], where various users’ actions are collected and
analyzed to infer their attitudes. The most popular source of implicit feedback
is search or browsing logs with a sequence of clicks and dwell time (also known
as a clickstream). Although there is a risk that clickstreams and other implicit
sources of evidence might be less reliable, they are more readily available in
various contexts.

Explicit ratings and clickstreams are the two extreme ends of the implicit-
explicit continuum of social information. Nowadays, the gap between these two
extremes has been filled by a whole range of user actions collected in social
information access systems. For example, at the explicit part of the spectrum,
users can take actions such as annotation, commenting, and tagging. Yet, unlike
ratings, these actions usually do not quantify the degree of the match between
the user’s need and the annotated item. On the implicit side, it is possible to have
actions, such as purchasing a product online, listening to a digital music track,
or eating at a local restaurant. All these types of implicit feedbacks can provide
more reliable evidence about a user’s interests than a clickstream, because each
action is associated with a larger commitment of time and/or money.

Due to the rapid increase of the variety of information traces collected by
modern social systems, it has become harder and harder to offer an extensive
classification. Therefore, this book attempts to separately discuss and classify
explicit and implicit information sources in three broad contexts: browsing,
search, and recommendation, which correspond to Chap. 5 [20], Chap. 7 [12],
and Chap. 14 [34], respectively. We urge the reader to examine these chapters
for detailed discussion of each issue.

In the remainder of this section, we will briefly examine the connections
between the main types of social information and the main groups of sources
(i.e., type of systems), and we will use Table 2 to highlight our analysis. The list
of types and the classification of sources do not pretend to be exhaustive because
it is evident that social information access systems will continue exploring new
sources and new kinds of social information. Our goal here is to make this list
helpful in distinguishing and classifying the majority of existing techniques.
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Table 2. Sources of social information in web and social systems
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3.3.2 Search Engines
Search engines receive users’ search queries and generate search engine result
pages (SERPs). By tracking individual users through their search sessions, a
search engine can archive successful sequences of queries and SERP clicks;
namely, those search results that users decided to explore further. Both queries
and SERP clicks are useful social information, and mining their accumulation
can be used to generate social wisdom. Currently, this is one of the most powerful
approaches for improving search.

3.3.3 The Linked Web
The open Web and many specialized Web-based systems (i.e. Wikipedia) allow
users to create information pages and link them to one another. They offer
activity traces of two kinds of users - page authors and Web surfers. Page authors
extensively use references (i.e., Web links) to other pages when creating their
pages. These links were one of the earliest sources of social information that
was used to improve information access through the better ranking of search
results [8]. Web surfers leave browsing trails as they navigate, where each click
offers a small evidence to indicate that the selected link is the most attractive for
the given user on the traversed page. Within a single Web site or Web system,
clicked links are easily accumulated in Web logs. Across sites and systems, traces
of user Web browsing behavior can be aggregated by using browsing agents [42],
intermediaries [3], browser plugins [58], and other approaches (see [23] for a
review). An advanced user tracking approach could augment browsing trails
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with in-page behavior (such as scrolling or mousing, among others) - a valuable
source of social wisdom that could be used for both distinguishing the most
useful pages and guiding users to the most relevant parts of a page [30].

3.3.4 Communication Systems
Various communication systems, such as bulletin boards, discussion forums, e-
mail, chat, blogs, and microblogs accumulate large volumes of social wisdom.
Open discussion sites, such as bulletin boards, forums, and blogs can be easily
crawled and mined. Private e-mail and chat traces are generally harder to use,
but given that many Web mail systems are maintained by companies that also
operate search engines, the e-mails also emerge as a valuable source for search
improvement. Communication systems are also used as sources for useful refer-
ences and implicit social links. A reference to a Web link in any kind of message
or discussion is a good evidence of the importance of the link. These links could
be simply extracted or associated with a discussion topic and surrounding text.
Replying to, commenting, or forwarding actions all offer the evidence of a social
link between users. Modern blogs and microblogs could also serve as sources of
explicit social links: users can establish social links in the form of “watching”
other users’ updates. In these systems, posts could be also extended with social
tags.

3.3.5 Annotation Systems
The Web was originally envisioned as having the ability to provide comments
and annotations for every Web page, but this infrastructure has never been fully
implemented. Instead, the task of Web page annotation has been taken over by
various Web annotation systems including the original Annotea project from
WWW Consortium [36]. These systems allowed every Web user to add com-
ments for a Web page or its fragment, or simply to mark up the most valuable
fragments. Motivated by the research on Web page annotations, page anno-
tation functionality was implemented in a number of Web systems, including
Web-based books, textbooks, and digital libraries [19,43,46]. In modern social
systems, commenting and annotation functionality have been applied to a broad
range of items beyond Web pages. With these systems, users can add comments,
annotations, and reviews to hotels, movies, books, and many other items. Web
annotation systems and “item-focused” social systems could offer three types of
social information. Firstly, an annotation can be treated as a sign of the item’s
importance, which could be used to attract attention to it on SERPs [2] or on
a Web site. Moreover, a within-page annotation system can collect user in-page
behaviors, which are used in guiding future users to the most valuable part of
the page [19]. Secondly, the content of page annotations or comments describes
a page or an item from the prospect of the annotation author. These comments
could be used for search and recommendation [51]. Thirdly, many modern “item-
focused” systems collect not only item annotations, but also item ratings.
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3.3.6 Social Networking Systems
Facebook and LinkedIn started as platforms to connect people, but they have
gradually included elements from microblogs and social bookmarking systems.
Modern social linking systems serve as the primary source of social links while
also contributing item links and comments.

3.3.7 Curation Systems
Since the early days of the Web, there have been multiple attempts to engage
Web users into adding additional levels of organization to the Web. The most
remarkable among these projects are those that intend to build a hierarchi-
cally organized directory of Web pages, pioneered by Yahoo.com and expanded
by the Open Directory Project (dmoz.org). Another important group of Web
organization systems are various guided path systems [22]. Guided path sys-
tems allowed their users to build and publish Web paths, which are annotated
sequenced of Web pages. Pages connected by the path are usually conceptually
similar to each other and deliver a common narration. In addition to path sys-
tems, there are other simpler social systems that allow users to contribute social
wisdom by grouping together similar pages without the need to provide com-
ments or sequences [1,5,57]. All these Web organization systems offer a good
source of references: the very fact of page or item sharing is a usual sign of its
value. In addition, curation systems could provide other social information: page
comments, page categorization, and user-judged similarity between pages, where
the similarity criteria can be pages that were contributed under the same cate-
gory, group, or path.

3.3.8 Social Bookmarking Systems
Social bookmarking systems could be considered to be one of the most success-
ful curation systems. Integrating ideas from several earlier streams of research,
including Web annotations, bookmark lists, classification systems, and recom-
mender systems, social bookmarking systems have introduced a new way to
organize and navigate socially contributed Web information [25,28]. Social book-
marking systems allow their users to openly share information items (Web pages,
photographs, research papers) while providing text comments and annotating
these items with a set of free tags. These tags offer a nice balance for resource
organization between unstructured comments and formal hierarchical classifi-
cation systems, like the Open Directory Project. Modern social bookmarking
systems, such as CiteULike, Flickr, or Pinterest also support one or more types
of social connections; usually an ability to watch other users and form groups
or communities. As a result, these systems have become a valuable source of
various social links.

3.3.9 Consumption Systems and Recommender Systems
Consumption systems and recommender systems are two related groups of online
systems. Consumption systems refer to all systems where users can access and

https://www.yahoo.com/
http://www.dmoz.org.in/
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“consume” content. Some examples include online shopping systems where users
can purchase goods, online journals sites/digital libraries where users can down-
load content to read, and online music and video services that allow users to
stream selected content. These systems differ from other Web systems, since
obtaining an item in a consumption system requires a higher level of com-
mitment from the user than a simple click (i.e., purchasing or downloading).
These consumption actions left by past users allow the systems to accumu-
late more reliable social evidence of the value of the item. To help future
users with higher-commitment decisions, consumption systems usually encourage
post-consumption items ratings and comments. The last two aspects make con-
sumer systems similar to classic recommender systems. The difference between
these two types of systems is small: ratings and comments in consumption sys-
tems are directly used by end users, whereas such information in a recommender
system is used by the recommender engine to proactively suggest relevant items
for users to explore. In addition, classic recommender systems rarely offer the
immediate ability to consume (purchase, play) recommended items. Nowadays,
this difference has nearly disappeared, with most recommender systems being
integrated into consumption systems and most consumption systems offering
some form of recommendation. In addition, modern recommender and consump-
tion systems frequently support certain forms of social links, which allow users
to watch each other or form groups.

3.3.10 Location-Based Systems
The newest group of social systems are location-based systems, where users
leave various feedback about objects located in a real space, such as restaurants,
stores, cafes, or other physical objects. The feedback may range from simple
check-ins to extensive reviews. Location-based offer several traditional types of
social wisdom explored by other social systems, such as establishing social links,
using tags, and others. However, they also add a unique new source of social
information – real-world user traces. This information could be used to generate
a whole new type of social recommendations [7].

4 The Book Structure

When assembling this book, our goal was to provide a broad overview of modern
research on social information access. To ensure good coverage, we followed the
classification of social information access techniques introduced in the previous
section. In other words, the book represents an attempt to provide examples for
every aspect of the introduced classification, and often covers the most important
combinations of the aspects as well.

One particularly important goal for us is to provide sufficient coverage of
social approaches for the three main types of information access: search, brows-
ing, and recommendation. As shown in Table 3, four of the book’s chapters focus
on social search, two focus on social navigation and browsing, and seven focus
on recommendation. While we are not able to offer a chapter dedicated to social
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visualization, we ensured that social browsing chapters address some visualiza-
tion techniques. We also provided a chapter that focuses on social Q&A.

Table 3. Book chapters organized by the type of information access

Access type Groups of technologies

Search Chapters 4, 7–9 [12,29,49,64]

Browsing Chapters 5, 6 [17,20]

Recommendation Chapters 10–16 [6,7,27,34,39,40,51]

Visualization Chapters 5, 6 [17,20]

Q&A Chapter 3 [50]

While the majority of modern social information access techniques could be
classified as indirect-asynchronous, we also want to ensure that the book pro-
vides examples of direct and synchronous social information access (Table 1). For
a browsing type of access, Chap. 5 [20] specifically discusses examples of direct-
asynchronous, indirect-synchronous, and indirect-asynchronous social naviga-
tion. For search-based access, Chap. 4 [64] focuses on synchronous approaches
in social search (more commonly known as collaborative search) and cov-
ers both direct and indirect collaboration. Chapters 7 [12], 8 [29], and 9 [49]
focus on indirect-asynchronous techniques. There is no chapter focused on
direct-asynchronous social search, but this area is covered by the chapter on
Social Q&A [50] and some brief discussions in Chap. 4 [64]. For modern rec-
ommender technologies, which are asynchronous by their nature, Chap. 10 [39]
focuses on classic rating-based recommendation, whose coverage is at the direct-
asynchronous corner. Traditional classifications consider ratings as directly pro-
vided social feedback, however, it is less obvious nowadays since ratings in mod-
ern recommendations are frequently provided to get better recommendations
rather than to recommend items for other users. Chapter 14 [34] offers a good
discussion on this issue. The remaining recommendation chapters all focus on
indirect-asynchronous approaches.

Our last goal in respect to the coverage is to ensure that the chapters cover
the major types of social traces, both explicit and implicit. Including this aspect
helps to uncover deep similarities among approaches from different groups when
the comparison of different social information access is based on the same type of
social traces. Table 4 explains how the book chapters cover most of the popular
types of social traces.

For the search and browsing types of information access, Chaps. 5 [20] and
7 [12] provide coverage of most types of explicit and implicit sources. Both chap-
ters offer a useful discussion and classification on covered sources (see Table 4 for
more details). Similarly, on the recommendation side, Chap. 15 covers a range
of information sources for people recommendation. Among the explicit types
of social information, this book pays special attention to tags and links, due to
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their historical and practical importance. Three separate chapters focus on using
tags for search (Chap. 9 [49]), navigation (Chap. 6 [17]), item recommendation
(Chap. 12 [6]), and people recommendation (Chap. 15 [27]). The book also offers a
dedicated chapter on using information and social links for search (Chap. 8 [29]),
as well as using social links for item recommendation (Chap. 11 [40]) and peo-
ple recommendation (Chap. 15 [27]). The recommendation side of the book
also provides dedicated chapters for two other types of explicit traces: ratings
(Chap. 10 [39]) and text-based feedback (Chap. 13 [51]). The former represents
the classic stream of research on collaborative filtering, while the latter focuses
on a source that is rapidly increasing in both volume and practical value.

The use of all implicit information sources for recommendation is covered in
Chap. 14 [34]. At the same time, there is a dedicated chapter for recommenda-
tions based on “real world trails” (Chap. 16 [7]). This chapter plays a special
role in the book, as it also serves as the closing chapter. As mentioned in Sect. 2,
user navigation in the real world served as a motivation for the pioneers of social
navigation, who wanted to visualize traces and the presence of other users in an
information space, just as they are visible in real space. It could be considered a
sign of the field’s maturity that social information access techniques developed
to help people navigate in information spaces have now been brought back to
real spaces and are able to help guide users to the most relevant places.

Table 4. Main sources of social information (from implicit to explicit) and their cov-
erage in the book

Source of social information Search Browsing Recommendation

Search engine logs Chapter 7 [12] Chapter 5 [20]

Browsing trails Chapter 7 [12] Chapter 5 [20] Chapter 14 [34]

Real world trails Chapter 16 [7]

Information links Chapters 7, 8 [12,29] Chapter 5 [20]

Annotations and comments Chapter 7 [12] Chapter 5 [20] Chapter 13 [51]

Tags Chapters 7, 9 [12,49] Chapter 6 [17] Chapters 12,15 [6,27]

Social Links Chapters 7, 8 [12,29] Chapters 11, 15 [27,40]

Ratings Chapter 10 [39]

As previously stated, the book chapters align nicely with our classification
of social information access techniques, which provides a sound guide for read-
ing and finding information in the book. In addition, to cover each topic, we
invited top experts in the field with extensive knowledge on specific types of
social information access techniques. In the process of preparing this book, each
chapter went through several cycles of review and feedback among the editors,
the authors of other chapters, and a team of PhD students who served as “pilot
readers”. We hope that this book will serve as a good reference to the litera-
ture of social information access, as well as a handbook that can help readers in
developing their own social information access approaches.
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